Abstract-Wireless Sensor Networks consist of a powerful technology for monitoring the physical world. Particularly, innetwork data fusion techniques are very important to applications such as target classification and tracking to reduce the communication burden in these constrained networks. However, the efficiency of the solution can be affected by the data correlation among several sensor nodes. Thus, the application of value fusion (for clusters of nodes with correlated measurements) and decision fusion (combining the local decisions of the clusters) is a common strategy. In this work, we propose an algorithm for properly selecting the groups of nodes with correlated measurements. Experiments show that our algorithm is 30% better than a solution that considers only the spatial coherence regions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are ad hoc wireless networks formed by several low cost nodes which can sense the environment [1] . The nodes are computationaly constrained and battery powered posing new research challenges and opportunities. WSNs can be used for monitoring, classification and tracking of targets [2] . In these applications, sending all the gathered data to a base station for centralized processing can be very expansive and is discouraged. Thus, distributed algorithms [3] with in-networking data fusion [4] arise as an alternative [5] - [8] .
Event or target classification is a relevant class of WSN applications [5] , [9] , [10] . These solutions can improve classification results (accuracy, precision, recall) and extend the network lifetime by reducing the communication burden.
In this work, we use the k-means algorithm to physically cluster the WSN nodes according to data similarity. Then, a data fusion scheme which combines value fusion and decision fusion is applied. We evaluate our algorithm in an application of anurans (frogs and toads) classification based on their calls. Our experiments show that, in some scenarios, the proposed algorithm is 30% better than an algorithm from the state-ofthe-art.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the related work; we describe the proposed solution in Section III; our main contribution is presented in Section III-C; the experimental results are discussed in Section IV; and finally, Section V presents the conclusions and feature work.
II. RELATED WORK Nakamura et al. [4] have classified data fusion into three levels depending on the abstraction of the combined data as shown in Fig. 1 . In value fusion ( Fig. 1(a) ), a fusion center (also called master node or cluster head) combines a preprocessed version of the measured values or signals s i and make a global decision. We have feature fusion ( Fig. 1(b) ) when each node exchanges their features locally extracted x i from the collected data s i . In decision fusion ( Fig. 1(c) ), each node takes its independent decision d i and sends it to the fusion center that combines through a decision fusion rule. In general, value and feature fusion rules take the average value, whereas decision fusion rule applies the majority vote or other that considers the local sensor statistics [11] . A design concern on data fusion systems is when to use value, feature, or decision fusion. Brooks et al. [12] provide a collaborative signal processing (CSP) framework for target classification and tracking in sensor networks. They consider various scenarios of value and decision fusion using single and multiple sensors and modalities (e.g. acoustic and seismic data). They suggest that "decision fusion is preferable due to lower communication and computational burden", and it also requires less amount of training examples, whereas value fusion can potentially yield better performance. Indeed, measured values have high dimensionality and can be very redundant. The extracted features present lower dimensions but still higher than decisions which are only scalar numbers.
Clouqueur et al. [13] provide two collaborative target detection algorithms that are tolerant to sensor faults based on value and decision fusion. They showed that decision fusion yields better performance then value fusion when the number of faulty sensors increases. Malhotra et al. [14] performed experiments with real acoustic data and found similar performance for feature and decision fusion using k-NN and Maximum Likelihood classifiers.
D'Costa and Sayeed [15] showed that when measurements are perfectly correlated, data averaging yields optimal solution. Also, decision fusion is preferred when sensors collect independent measurements. In general, measurements from different nodes exhibit a mixture of correlated and independent (uncorrelated) measurements. So, an optimal classifier should combine value or feature fusion with decision fusion. Based on these results, D'Costa et al. [16] modeled events as Gaussian space-time sources and proposed to divide the region into uniform spatial coherence regions (SCRs), where the measurements are strongly correlated. Feature fusion should be performed among nodes inside the SCRs, which reduces the noise variance and decision fusion across different SCRs to reduce the inherent signal variability.
But in practical scenarios, the effect of noise, such as other signal sources, can lead to non-regular SCRs and it impact in the classifier performance. Thus, efficient algorithms for node clustering based on data similarity are required for a better performance, as shown in this work.
III. DISTRIBUTED CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
In this work, we consider the problem of classifying different species of anurans based on their calls (emitted acoustic signal) in a distributed manner. We model the environment as a grid of N ×N nodes separated l meters from each other with an additional random variation following a standard deviation σ p . An event is characterized by an acoustic signal s (a vector of energy amplitudes) emitted from a random point near the center of the grid. Each node receives a different version of s. Next, we describe the acoustic signal model for sensor measurements.
A. Signal Model
The signals captured by different nodes are different due to attenuation, temporal delay and effects of noise. We are assuming the same attenuation model of Malhotra et al. [8] . The attenuated and delayed signal s at i at the sensor i can be calculated by the function atn(·) as follows
where s(t) is the original audio vector at time t, v is the speed of propagation of the sound, α is a attenuator factor, d i is the distance between node i and the source of event.
We consider two sources of noise: anurans noise and white noise. The anurans noise are three other anuran calls randomly positioned in the grid. These calls represent the common case where several signals from different individuals can interfere. We limited the amplitude of these additional calls by
where s j is a different signal from the main event. In this case, δ represents the intensity or volume of the additional calls. The white noise is an additive white Gaussian noise n i ∼ N (0, σ). Then, the signal captured by node i is
B. Methodology
The problem is to classify in a distributed manner a given anuran call s based on the signals s i measured by the sensor nodes. The focus of this work is on the classification task. Thus, we consider that a threshold-based detection algorithm can tell us that an unknown anuran call was emitted in the region based on its acoustic energy measurements. Sophisticated detection algorithms were proposed by Ding et al. [17] and Li et al. [2] and can be used for this purpose. In addition, the detection algorithm indicates those m nodes with highest signal power levels, namely active nodes. These are the nodes that participate on the distributed classification task. The node with highest signal power levels is called master node and coordinates the active nodes.
The pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. We propose to divide the region into nonregular subregions and apply value fusion for nodes inside a subregion, and decision fusion for the decisions from different subregions. This follows the same idea presented by D'Costa et al. [16] but differs on the way that the region is partitioned. Instead of using the stationary SCRs, we propose to use the clustering-based partition algorithm described in details in Section III-C. Further, we consider hard decision fusion (output class represented by integer values), instead of soft decision fusion (output class is represented by likelihood values).
Algorithm 1 Classification Algorithm.
Require: set of signal vectors S a = {s 1 , . . . , s m } measured by the active nodes.
The Algorithm 1 is called after an event detection. The elected master node finds the clusters or groups of nodes with correlated measurements by performing the Algorithm 3 described later. The master node then reports to active nodes their cluster membership. So, each cluster c i obtain a decision d i by applying value fusion over the set S ci of signals measured by nodes of the cluster c i (line 3). At last, the master node combines the local decisions and reports the result to base station.
The value fusion algorithm is described in Algorithm 2. The selected features are the first twelve Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [18] of 22 mel filter channels. The classifier is based on a decision tree [19] with prune which is very suitable for WSNs once nodes need to keep only the generated rules implemented by if statements.
3: 
C. Partitioning the region with k-means
In this section, we introduce the algorithm based on kmeans that partitions the region of interest into non-regular subregions where the measurements are correlated. The kmeans is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm which groups unlabeled instances by similarity [19] . The k indicates the number of groups or clusters. We propose to use the kmeans to form clusters of nodes based on the clusters of instances returned. The pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 3.
The active nodes send a fraction φ of their measured values s i to the master node to perform the k-means algorithm. Due to constrained capabilities of sensor nodes and for energy savings, we prefer to use a fraction of s i instead of the whole signal. The output is K clusters of similar data instances that are mapped to form physical network clusters. This mapping is
Algorithm 3 Clustering-Based Partition Algorithm
Require: set of signal vectors S = {s 1 , . . . , s m }, a percentage value φ, and the number of clusters K. Ensure: set of K clusters C = {c 1 , . . . , c K } where c i is a set of nodes in cluster i.
for all s i ∈ S do 3:
end for 5: return C ← k-MEANS( z i , K) 6: end function depicted in Fig. 3 , where each active node n i collects its signal s i in the physical space. In the data space, each point is a signal s i . For the sake of simplicity, we illustrate only 2 dimensions, but in real applications, we consider any N s -dimension space where N s is the length of vector s i . So, the k-means runs over the samples in the data space producing data clusters with similar samples. Now we map the data cluster in the data space to network clusters in the physical space through the index i. We expect that nodes with similar measurements (in the data space) will be clustered together (now in the physical space), and nodes with uncorrelated measurements will remain separated. Compared with the SCRs of D'Costa et al. [16] , this technique can lead to better results in practical scenarios since it can detect non-regular subregions where the signals are correlated.
D. Complexity
The time complexity of the Algorithm 3 is given by the complexity of the k-means algorithm which is O(mN s KT ) [20] , in which m is the number of instances that is equal to the number of active nodes m, N s is the dimension of the input instance, K is the number of clusters and T is the number of iterations to converge. The most complex operation in Algorithm 2 is the FFT computation, applied to extract the MFCC from the signals, and it runs in O(N s log N s ). This operation is performed for each cluster which gives O (KN s log N s ) . The complexity of the majority vote can be neglected. Then, the time complexity of our proposed distributed algorithm is O(mN s KT ) + O (KN s log N s ) .
If c is the cost of sending a real number over the RF link, then the communication cost of the partition region algorithm
that is, it requires each active node to send a fraction of its measured values and later, the master node reports the corresponding cluster of every m-1 nodes. The communication cost of the lines 2 to 4 of Algorithm 1 is
that is, the active nodes send their measured values s i to the local cluster head to perform the value fusion. At least, each cluster head sends to the master node its local decision resulting in C 5 = Kc. The total communication cost is
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed solution through simulation experiments implemented on Matlab, and compare it to other two schemes discussed in detail later. We are using the dataset collected by Colonna et al. [21] . The original audio was recorded at 8820Hz and divided into small segments of calls, called syllables, of fixed length of 1147 energy samples. In total we have 1953 syllables distributed over nine species of anurans according to Table I. The analysis was conducted over a 10-fold stratified cross validation methodology. The considered metrics are accuracy (classification rate) and macro F1 score [19] . For each new instance to be classified, we repeat the process 30 times with different noise anurans' calls (see Equation 3 ) and different positions. Only the mean values for the ten folds are plotted on the graphs for each analysis. In addition, we perform the paired t-test with 95% of confidence level to inquire about the superiority of our technique, but only the t-test results for F1 measure are presented.
In all cases, the total number of nodes was 10 × 10 nodes separated 3 m with 0.5 of standard deviation σ p . The attenuator factor α was 0.1053 dB/m 1 that is the same value of Malhotra et al. [8] . The number m of active nodes was set to 25. Table II summarizes the default configuration parameters used on the experiments. For comparison we also implemented a scheme which uses only decision fusion and an adaption of the SCRs scheme of D'Costa et al. [16] . For the only decision fusion scheme (only DF, for abbreviation), we consider the majority vote of decisions of the 25 active nodes with no clustering or partitioning. This is a common approach usually adopted in distributed classification systems.
In the SCRs scheme, the region is partitioned into disjoint subregions of uniform size. Fig. 4 shows the SCRs scheme applied for the same instance presented in Fig. 2 . The subregions are rectangles represented by the dashdot lines. We are considering SCRs of 6 × 6 m which can hold around four sensor nodes. A SCR with at least one active node is an active SCR. In the example, the event generates six active SCRs. Then, the scheme performs the lines two to five of Algorithm 1 for the active SCRs. Actually, the original algorithm proposes to use feature fusion instead of value fusion, but preliminar tests reveal poor performance, even though the required communication cost is much lower in this case. 
A. Noise sensitivity
We first analyze the impact of noise in our algorithm. As described in Section III-A, we have two kinds of noise: white noise and anurans noise parameterized by σ and δ, respectively. The simulation was configured with the default parameters of Table II except for the parameter that we are analyzing. Fig. 5 shows the F1 score and accuracy when the white noise increases. The performance of the only DF and SCRs schemes was very similar, but inferior to our proposed algorithm called, from this point on, Clustering. The difference between the curves is high for the initial values and decreases at the end. This occurs because when the noise level increases, all algorithms converge to a point where every unknown instance is classified as the closest class to noise signals. Table III presents the results of the t-test for the F1 score which confirms the results above. The second and third lines represent the confidence interval returned by the test. It indicates, for example, that with σ = 0.15, the F1 score of the Clustering algorithm ranges from 5.9 to 14.7 percentage points (pp) better than the SCRs scheme. The "mean F1" is the center point of the confidence interval in pp. The fourth line represents the percentage difference (in %) between the mean values of the Clustering and SCR schemes.
Except for the σ = 0.20 and 0.25, our algorithm was at least 26% better than SCRs. Considering only the accuracy, this difference is even greater. Table IV show the impact of the anurans noise on the classification system. The Clustering scheme presented a significant better performance until δ = 0.6, with F1 score at least 36% greater than SCRs. High values of δ (close to one) indicate that there are other anurans on the region calling with almost the same intensity (volume) of the main calling. In these cases, none of the schemes presents good results, because the noises become events that should be also classified. This is a multitarget classification problem and it is out of the scope of this work. Once again, the results of the baseline schemes were very similar, indicating that the SCRs do not capture the nonGaussian regularity behavior of the signal.
B. Impact of number of clusters
As follows we investigate the impact of the number of clusters K. Fig. 7 and Table V show the results for different values of K. We plot the two baseline algorithms as reference for comparison, but they do not vary the number of clusters. In SCRs case, even though the number of active clusters could change for each new event, there is no parameter to be configured.
The Clustering algorithm presents better performance when the number of clusters is three, and it gradually decreases for more clusters. Thus, k = 3 is the optimal choice. Higher Ks leads to fewer nodes per cluster, which impacts on the local classification accuracy due to a lower SNR. In other words, the signal average from more nodes leads to higher noise amortization. The number of clusters is important because it has an impact on the time complexity and communication cost as discussed on Section III-D. C. Impact of k-means input size
We also evaluate the size of the input for k-means which is a fraction or percentage φ of the measured signal s i . Fig. 8 and Table VI show the results. Again, this parameter does not affect the baseline algorithms, but the results were presented for comparison. This is the parameter that has the greatest impact on the overall system, including time complexity, communication cost, and classification rates. Small values yield low time complexity and low communication cost but poor classification performance. On the other hand, large values produce an expensive but efficient classification. Thus, a good choice is the value of φ = 0.6 which produces a classifier with 34% of improvement with respect to the SCR scheme. With higher φ values, we have lower improvements on F1 and accuracy, but these cases can lead to higher communication costs and complexity. V. CONCLUSION We proposed an algorithm to improve classification rates when schemes of data fusion are used. We consider a noisy scenario in which an event observation is a combination of correlated and uncorrelated measurements. In these cases, a combination of value fusion and decision fusion is required. Our solution is based on k-means algorithm for clustering nodes with correlated measurements. Data averaging is performed in measurements inside a cluster and local decisions are combined by voting across different clusters.
The experiments show the efficiency of our solution for an application to classify anurans based on acoustic measurements. Our algorithm presented around 30% better performance than the SCR algorithm.
In the future, we intend to evaluate the impact of the number of k-means iterations, the effects of faults on the sensors, and the case of multitarget classification.
